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Roll to Roll Rotary Press
OK-405 RTR

This advanced sublimation machine, the OK-405 RTR is designed to accommodate the 
need for faster transfer speeds by our innovative engineers. The workable widths of 66" 

72", 84 and 128"  and designed with a pivot system for automatic belt tracking, which 
ensures no lateral movement and “ghosting” on any of your fabric. The OK-405R 

encompasses even heat 24" diameter drum to ensure color intensity across even wide 
fabrics utilizing an advanced technology, well engineered oil filled, steel encased heating 
drum. A 7" touch screen interface the provides intuitive user control as well as advanced 

features that allows for savable settings to ensures consistent production

This machine enables owners of machines that are struggling to keep up with the 
increasing speed of newly available industrial printers for the market. Our machine is able 

to easily press over 500 feet per hour.
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 Powered Unwind for Stretchy Fabrics
 Fabrics Surface Rewind
 Exhaust Hood

 .  .  .

Belt Width
Drum Diameter 
Electrical
Weight
Air Supply 
Dimensions (WxDxH)

72" 
24" 

50W 150A 240V 3P 
6000 lb

100 PSI (.75CFM) 
140x50x50

84"  
24"

56kW 165A 240V 3P 
7000 lb

100 PSI (.75CFM) 
150x50x50

128"  
24"

74kW 225A 240V 3P 
14,000 lb

100 PSI (.75CFM) 
190x50x50

 7″ touch screen interface provides intuitive user control and savable settings ensures consistent production
 A heating assembly enclosed in a roller style 24″ diameter drum. This allows minimum hot air to escape 

from inside the drum, maintaining the printing temperature
 A torsion bar designed to ensure even pressure across the width of the belt, eliminating “bleeding” or “blow 

through” and allowing for a crisper, cleaner print

 24" diameter drum is mounted on heavy-duty 7.5-inch roller bearings on shafts for quieter, smoother drum 
rotation. backdrops and full width carpet

 Optional machine mounting for up to three unwinds with separate slipping clutches and three rewinds with 
adjustable brake allowing for the use of different sized rolls

 Unwind and rewind stations operated by pneumatic clutches 
and brakes

 Surface rewinds for stretchy fabric production

66" 
24" 

31kW 90A 240V 3P 
5000 lb

100 PSI (.75CFM) 
130x50x50
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